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Overview
★ Scope - anna

○ global, block, accessing variables from paused code
○ shadowing
○ name resolution... with environment diagrams!

    hot date      & check-in on course.care
★ classes & objects  - jules

○ class declaration & constructing objects 
○ accessing and  assigning properties
○ default values example 
○ arrays of objects 

★ Env diagrams generally - san

Slides accessible at: 
http://bit.ly/110rs3

http://bit.ly/110rs3


If you have questions...
Feel free to interrupt any of us or call one 
of us over if we are doing a practice 
problem!

If you’re shy, submit a question at: 
Pollev.com/sanbae278 



Scoping

The scope of a variable is where it is 
visible, available and accessible to 
use in your program. 

Global variables have a global scope 
and are available everywhere in our 
program. 

Variables declared inside a block will 
not be in scope outside of that block. 



Scope Shadowing

You can have more than one variable with the same name if 
they are declared in different frames or blocks. 



Name resolution will look 
inside its block first, then 
frame, then global.

How is this possible?



The output would then be



Where does the variable ‘a’ go out of scope? 

The variable a is 
initialized in the for 
loop’s block, which goes 
from lines 13 to 16.
The variable would 
therefore go out of scope 
on line 16.



Fun Scoping Facts

A variable’s scope is 
determined by where it’s 
DECLARED (not initialized)

Can see out of whatever 
block you’re in, but can’t 
see into anything smaller 
than yourself



Name Resolution
Finding the information you’re looking for

→ “Using name resolution, look up the value of some variable ”

→ Whatever’s in that blank is the NAME of the variable or 
expression you want to find the value of

Pro tip: use an environment diagram!!!



Name Resolution Ex
From doThing’s 
frame, use name 
resolution to look 
up the value of:

1) h
2) name
3) yesNo



Look up h, name, yesNo

Printed output:
4
“no”
false



Name Resolution Answers
From doThing’s 
frame, use name 
resolution to look 
up the value of:

1) h
a) 4

2) name
a) doesn’t work

3) yesNo
a) “no”



 

Go to Course.Care and check in using: 
03B97

...then talk to your neighbor
 about donkey kong



Get schooled about CLASSES

A class is the framework that tells you what you need to 
make an object. A class definition lists the properties 
and their default values. 

Classes are used like a TYPE. An object’s type is a class!



Objects are abstractions we give code to make sense of in 
the real world. 

A computer knows how to represent numbers, strings and 
operators, but how does it know what a Person is? A Pizza? 
Objects!

Objects are components that have their own properties and 
methods needed to make a certain data type useful. 

Objects!



Objectify Your TA: San

facialExpression: “jolly”

shirtColor: “blue”

isNearFlowers: true

hairRating: 9



Objectifying your TA: Anna

facialExpression: 
“cheery”

shirtColor: 
“black”

isNearFlowers: false

hairRating: 10



The Properties of a TA
- shirtColor: string
- isNearFlowers: boolean
- hairRating: number
- facialExpression: string

All TAs will have these same properties, but the values can 
be different!

Anna and San are *specific instances* of TAs

Objects are *specific instances* of a class!



Class Definition & Object Initialization
class <ClassName> {

<propertyOne>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

<propertyOne>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

...

}

let <objectName>: <ClassName> = new <ClassName>();

let san: TA = new TA();



Default values
When defining your class you can give initial values to 
all of the properties

class TA {
shirtColor: string = “”;
isNearFlowers: boolean = false;
hairRating: number = 5;
facialExpression: string = “”;

}

New TA objects automatically have those values unless you 
change them! 

When defining your class you can give initial values to 
all of the properties



The new TA: blank slate! 
san, a new TA object
let san: TA = new TA();

san.shirtColor = “blue”;

?

san.facialExpression = “jolly”;

san.isNearFlowers = true;

san.hairRating = 9; 

?



default values 
Class Snowman {

snowballs: number = 2;

hasMittens: boolean = false;

hatColor: string = “red”;

}

let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();



default values
let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();

bobby.hatColor = “brown”;

Class Snowman {
snowballs: number = 2;
hasMittens: boolean = false;
hatColor: string = “red”;

}



let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();

bobby.hatColor = “brown”;

bobby.snowballs = 3;

default values
Class Snowman {

snowballs: number = 2;
hasMittens: boolean = false;
hatColor: string = “red”;

}



let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();

bobby.hatColor = “brown”;

bobby.snowballs = 3;

default values
Class Snowman {

snowballs: number = 2;
hasMittens: boolean = false;
hatColor: string = “red”;

}



let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();

bobby.hatColor = “brown”;

bobby.snowballs = 3;

bobby.hasMittens = true;

default values
Class Snowman {

snowballs: number = 2;
hasMittens: boolean = false;
hatColor: string = “red”;

}



let bobby: Snowman = new Snowman();

bobby.hatColor = “brown”;

bobby.snowballs = 3;

bobby.hasMittens = true;

default values
Class Snowman {

snowballs: number = 2;
hasMittens: boolean = false;
hatColor: string = “red”;

}



Arrays of objects
Take in a CSV, or do it yourself!

What is this code doing?  →   →   →  



Arrays of objects

THE GIST: 

You can store objects in arrays. 
Each element of that array is an 
entire object, each with its own 
properties.

 



Arrays of objects
ACCESSING PROPERTIES

Does San’s hair look good? 

print(sansHaircut.looksGood);
// directly
print(arr[4].looksGood);
// via the array

GENERAL FORM

<arrayname>[<index of element>].<property>

 

*we can change any 
of the haircuts in the 
array, not just the 
one we created & 
added



Arrays of objects: Additional Resources
- Previous review session slides on iterating over arrays
- Kris’ slides on classes, objects, and csv processing
- Weather Data problem set

Biggest thing to grasp is that each element of the array is 
an object, properties and all



What’s new with Environment Diagrams?
Review: reference types as return values.

Globals!

Class definitions and objects. 

Scopes as blocks in our stack.



Example with Scoping!



Main calls exScoping



i starts at 0, increments to 3
Printed output: 5, 5, 5



Return until finish!



Example with Objects



Example with Objects



Example with Objects



Example with Objects



Example with Objects



Example with Objects



 ~CODING~ practice problem!
Suppose that coffees come in small, 
medium, and large sizes.  “small” 
coffees are 12, “medium” coffees are 
16, and “large” coffees are 20 fluid 
ounces.

Write a function called brewCoffee 
that takes in an array of Coffee 
objects of unknown length called 
“order”, and returns the total 
volume of coffee in the array in 
fluid ounces. 





Q&A


